Effects of different continium dielectric models in a molecular dynamics and energy minimization study of the antigenic loop of foot-and-mouth disease virus.
This study presents the influence of the dielectric constant on the final structure of the major antigenic loop of the FMDV serotype C. Minimizations have been performed on the nine-residue peptide Ac-TASARGDLA-NHMe, using two expressions for the dielectric constant: a distance-independent (epsilon = kappa), and a distance-dependent (epsilon = kappa *r) forms, and for kappa values from 1 to 10. In addition, kappa = 40 and 80 has also been considered for the constant expression of the dielectrics. The calculations suggest, for both expressions of the dielectrics, that for the sequence under study a value of kappa in the range of 2-6 performs an adequate treatment of the electrostatic interactions. Finally, molecular dynamic simulations at 298 K calculated with an effective dielectric constants of epsilon = 1*r and epsilon = 4*r are compared. The results indicated that a dielectric of epsilon = 4*r provides a peptide fluctuations which are in agreement with recent X-ray diffraction studies.